Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to disentangle a number of overlapping concepts that have been invoked in Bantu studies to characterize the relation between a verb and what follows it. Starting with the conjoint/disjoint distinction, I will then consider its potential relation to "metatony", "tone cases", "augments", prosody, and focus in Bantu.
Conjoint/disjoint (CJ/DJ) 1
In many Bantu languages TAM and negative paradigms have been shown to exhibit suppletive allomorphy, as in the following oft-cited Chibemba sentences, which illustrate a prefixal difference in marking present tense, corresponding with differences in focus (Sharman 1956: 30) :
(1) a. disjoint -la-: bus& é mu-la-peep-a 'do you (pl.) smoke'? b. conjoint -Ø-: ee tu-peep-a sekelééti 'yes, we smoke cigarettes' c. disjoint -la-: bámó bá-la-ly-á ínsoka 'some people actually eat snakes'
In (1a) the verb is final in its main clause and must therefore occur in the disjoint form, marked by the prefix -la-. In (1b), the answer to the question in (1a), the verb occurs in the conjoint form, which lacks the -la-prefix, since the verb is presupposed and 'cigarettes' is in focus. A table of Chibemba conjoint/disjoint forms is provided from Hyman & Watters (1948: 251) in (2) from Hyman & Watters (1984: 251) , drawing on Sharman & Meeussen (1955) , Sharman 1956 and Givón (1972) :
( -ka--a -ka--a ) [+TS] -kalée-[±TS]
In the above table, the feature [TS] stands for "tone spreading": Verb forms which are [+TS] spread their last underlying H tone to the end of the word (Sharman & Meeussen 1955: 395) . All conjoint forms are [-TS] . The two sentences in (3) show the [±TS] of the P 1 correlating with the CJ/DJ distinction (Sharman 1956: 40) :
1 Several months after presenting this paper, I received two papers (Creissels 2012 , van der Wal 2013 ) which cover much more on the conjoint-disjoint distinction and overlaps with some of the discussion of further sections below. Following them, I will adopt the practice of referring to conjoint and disjoint as CJ and DJ. Thanks to Jenneke van der Val for comments on an earlier version of this paper.
(3) a. conjoint [-TS] : nga mw-aa-tób-a úmutóndó, tsáákuláatápíla múnsupa 'if you break the POT, we will have to use a calabash to draw water' b. disjoint [+TS] : nga mw-aa-tób-á úmutóndó, bálééisaafúlwá 'if you BREAK the pot, they will get angry'
As seen from the words that I have placed in small caps, the information structure of the two if-clauses is different: the first places greater focus on the pot, while the second appears to treat the whole verb phrase as in focus. Some of the terminological history of the distinction is summarized in (4) (cf. Hyman & Watters 1984: 251; Güldemann 2003: 328) :
(4) Meeussen (1959 ) Sharman (1956 ) Givón (1972 ) Givón (1975 As Meeussen was aware in introducing the terminology, the CJ/DJ distinction represents a package of potential differences in morphology, prosody (tone) and information structure. In (5) I list the canonical properties of the conjoint/disjoint distinction, not all will be present at one time:
(5) a. differences in inflectional prefix morphology on the verb b. differences in inflectional suffix morphology on the verb c. differences in prosodic cohesion with what follows the verb d. differences in information structure (focus) e. differences in distribution within the clause (final vs. non-final) f. differences in distribution across clause types (main vs. subordinate; root vs. non-root)
While both the CJ/DJ terminolgy and much of the current discussion has centered around Narrow Bantu, where the affixal differences mentioned in (5a,b) are often involved, CJ/DJ-like distinctions also exist outside of Narrow Bantu and even Niger-Congo (Hyman & Watters 1984 (Sharman 1956: 30) The CJ form can never appear sentence-finally...; i.e., some object or adjunct has to follow.... The DJ form, on the other hand, may occur sentence-finally..., but not need to, i.e., something can still follow the DJ verb form.... (van der Wal 2009: 217) However, the tense-aspect-mood (TAM) forms one gets in relative and other backgrounded (non-root) clauses are typically identical to the conjoint forms in main (root) clauses:
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In most Bantu languages, important differences are noted in the marking of tense aspect in main vs. relative clauses. In some languages, such as KiRundi and ChiBemba, the forms which occur in relative clauses (where there is no focus distinction) also occur in main clauses. (Hyman & Watters 1984: 249) ...there is no CJ/DJ alternation in the relative conjugations. The relative verb forms, both in the affirmative and negative conjugations, are formally identical to the CJ verb form, the negative using the prefix -hi-. (van der Wal 2009: 128) At the same time, some Bantu (and non-Bantu) languages which have different TAM marking in main clause affirmative vs. relative and/or negative clauses do not have a CJ/DJ contrast in main clauses. Such contrasts can also exist without prosodic/phrasing differences:
One such language studied by the second author is Ngie (Grassfields Bantu, Cameroon), where one set of tense markers is found in main clauses and another in relative clauses. This... explains the widespread use of such terms as 'main' vs. 'relative' tenses in the literature. (Hyman & Watters 1984: 254) As a result of this overlap, there are two ways to define " While we have been discussing Type 1, where CJ/DJ encodes differences in syntax and information structure, Type 2 has to do with the intrinsic focus of certain "marked" TAMs (and negation) which exhibit a prosodic break ("weak link") with what follows. This is seen in the following Haya sentences in the today past tense (Hyman & Watters 1984 : 260, based on Hyman & Byarushengo 1984 :
'they tied' (today) ba-a-kom-a Káto 'they tied Kato' b.
[+F] ti-bá-á-kom-a 'they didn't tie' ti-bá-á-kom-a Káto 'they didn't tie Kato'
In (9a) we see that when a constituent follows the affirmative verb, the H(igh) tones are deleted. In the corresponding negative sentence in (9b), the H tones are not deleted. The following (Hyman & Watters 1984: 234, 243; Hyman 2010) 3 . In the following IAV = "Immediate After Verb":
In (13a) the direct object appears in A-form after a [-F] TAM such as the [-focus] form of the today past tense marked by mç$ . When the IAV is occupied by another element, e.g. the temporary nE@ 'today' in (13b), the post-IAV object now appears in B-form. Although the object appears to be in the IAV position in (13c), the same B-form is observed when the auxiliary is the [+focus] máà form of the today past. The forms in (13a-c) might suggest that the A-vs. B-distinction is directly attributable to information structure: A-form = in focus, B-form = not in focus. However, (13d) shows that the B-form is required after the [+F] imperative, independent of focus: The "out-of-focus" B-form is required even if (13d) is a response to the question "What should I eat?". A second difference in NP marking concerns the Bantu augment, discussed in the next section.
The Bantu augment
In a number of Bantu languages, the "article-like" augment morpheme appears to be (or to have been) implicated in the prosodic realization of the CJ/DJ distinction. However, differences in nominal marking are potentially independent of whether the verb+complement form a prosodic domain or not. This is seen in Luganda H tone plateauing, whereby H-L n -H → all H within a tone group (TG) (Hyman, Katamba & Walusimbi 1987 , Hyman & Katamba 2010 . As seen in (14a), the augment (here, e-) is present on an object that forms part of a wide focus, but is absent on an object occurring under IAV focus in (14b). (14) a. affirmative [+Augment] = 2 TGs : y-a-láb-à e-bi-kópò 's/he saw cups' (wide focus)
: *te-y-a-láb-à e-bi-kópò (no augment after negative verb)
As also seen, there is no H tone plateauing between the verb and the augmented noun object in (14a) as there is in (14b). While it is the case that the augment blocks formation of a TG, (14c) shows that [+F] TAMs, also blocks TG-formation. Negation was chosen to illustrate this in (14c), since as seen in (14d), the augment is disallowed after a negative verb. The question which thus arises is whether the differences between Luganda (14a) and (14b) While the match-up may not be perfect, the augment H tone can potentially contribute to the tonal marking of the CJ/DJ distinction in at least two (almost opposite) ways: 4 (17) a. the augment (and/or its H) is absent after a conjoint verb, e.g. Makhuwa (cf. Luganda [-F]) b. the augment (and/or its H) is absent after a disjoint verb, e.g. Tonga
Termed predicate lowering by Schadeberg & Mucanheia (2000) , Makhuwa deletes first H of a nominal after a conjoint verb (cf. van der Wal 2009 : 128, Stucky 1979 . Thus the H of the citation form of maláshi 'grass' is also observed after the DJ verb in (18a), but is absent after the CJ verb in (18b).
(18) a. disjoint : enyómpé tsi-náá-khúúr-á maláshi 'the cows eat grass' b. conjoint : enyómpé tsi-n-khúúr-á malashi 'the cows eat GRASS' 5 As van der Wal (2009: 32) succinctly puts it:
Only nouns and adjectives which had a pre-prefix or augment in some earlier stage of the language have the possibility to undergo P[redicate] L[owering] and have a different tone pattern.
It is thus clear that the deleted H of maláshi comes from the historical augment, which would have been class 6 á-. In this case, we identify absence of the augment and IAV focus with CJ. In Luganda we saw that the absence of an augment allowed a [-F] verb to form a tight bond ("tone group") and undergo H tone plateauing with the IAV constituent. In Tonga nouns appear to assign a final H to CJ verb, as in (19a), but not to a DJ verb (Goldsmith 1984 : 24, based on Carter 1962 :
As hypothesized in (19a), the nominal H in question is from the historical augment which links onto the preceding CJ verb. As seen in (22b), where the bond is less tight with a preceding DJ verb, the H of the augment is instead deleted as it is on the citation form of nouns. Again, this effect expected only when the IAV constituent is nominal, hence capable of having taken an historical augment. However, the CJ/DJ distinction has never been limited to whether the following constituent is a NP, an object or something else. Since the CJ/DJ distinction has ultimately to do with focus, the post-verbal element can be any constituent (argument, adjunct) within the same clause. This naturally brings us to the issue of "metatony" discussed in the next section.
Metatony
The term "metatony" was originally introduced by Meeussen (1967: 111) to characterize the tone of the final vowel of the class 15 ku-infinitive:
The final element has to be set up as -a (low) or -á... Citing several cases, Hadermann (2005: 405) shows that metatony can also be observed in verb conjugations built historically on the ku-infinitive, e.g. the Lega (D25) progressive form in (22a) from Meeussen (1971) : (22) a. be-ko-bolót-á ↓ mózígi 'they are pulling the rope' (with metatony) b. be-ko-bolot-a tçNgç 'they are pulling also' (without metatony)
As seen, the concept of metatony originally referred to constructions which involve (i) the ku-... -a infinitive and (ii) a following object NP. However, subsequent to Meeussen (1967) , the term metatony has been extended to describe tonal alternations in certain conjugated verb forms which clearly do not involve the infinitive ku-prefix or require the following constituent to be an object. In synchronic analyses, the assumption appears to be that the final H is derived.
In the languages concerned here [Duala (A24) and Basaa (A43)], a verb-final vowel becomes high when it is followed by a complement. (Costa & Kula 2008:313) ...metatony, whereby in certain T[ense]A[spect] forms a high tone replaces a low or falling tone on post-radical syllables... if and only if the verb is not phrase-final, that is, followed by other material such as an object or adverbial." (Nurse 2008:48) Both Dimmendaal (1995) and Schadeberg (1995) speculate that metatony derives from the *H augment. This is schematized in (23), where I have indicated a hypothetical augment *ú-:
H H (23) ku-sep-a ú-mfumu → ku-sep-á mfumu 'to laugh at the chief' ⇓ Ø As in the case of predicate lowering in Makhuwa, if this reconstruction is correct, there should originally have been no metatony before a nominal which lacked an augment in PB (e.g. kinship terms, names), although subsequent analogy is always possible. As far as I know, this has not been shown.
Another speculation is that metatony is related to focus and the CJ/DJ distinction:
[Metatony] is often described as just a tonal process, but it is striking that it has certain characteristics linking it to focus.... This suggests it has a syntactic-semantic function.... (Nurse 2008:204) ...in Duala and Basaa, where a tonal distinction with respect to a following complement can still be seen, we have [immediate after verb] focus as opposed to initial focus, pointing to the fact that the tonal effects... are the indicator of focus (via prosodic structure). (Costa & Kula 2008:313) In fact, it is not clear that metatony sensu stricto is ever related to focus. Abo (Bankon), a language closely related to Basaa, shows three verb tone patterns illustrated with the L tone verb pç$ Nç$ 'make, create' (Hyman & Lionnet 2011 The sentences in (26) show that metatony occurs independently of where the focus is within the sentence:
(26) a. "neutral" focus ma& n a& sç$ NsE@ másç& N mé 'the child is counting his teeth' b. subject focus ma& n ndì a& sç$ NsE@ másç& N mé 'the CHILD is counting his teeth' c. non-subject focus ma& n a& sç$ NsE@ ndí másç& N mé 'the child is counting his TEETH'
The same three-way distinction in final tone is also observed in corresponding relative clauses, where focus marking is typically limited: (27) suffix tone TAM pre-pause + bìtámbé 'shoes'
a.
-L ~ -H present mùt nú pç$ Nç$ mùt nú pç$ Nç@ bítámbé 'the person who is making shoes' past mùt nú pç@ Nç$ mùt nú pç@ ↓ Nç@ bítámbé 'the person who made shoes' b.
-L future mùt nú káà pç$ Nç$ mùt nú káà pç$ Nç$ bìtámbé 'the person who will make shoes' c.
-H stative mùt nú pòNó mùt nú pòNó bìtámbé 'the person who has made shoes'
To account for such alternations, Hyman & Lionnet (2011) propose that metatonic tenses end /-H/, which undergoes H → L finally, while the final -H tenses are /-HL/. The most direct evidence for this analysis can be observed by placing a /H/-initial constituent after the different tenses. Despite the conclusion in (iv), it is rather striking that languages identified with "metatony" are in near-perfect geographic complementary distribution with those identified as having a "conjoint/disjoint". Thus, as seen in the table in (29), languages reported to have metatony tend to occur in the Northwest Bantu zones, while those exhibiting the CJ/DJ distinction are found in the Eastern and Southern zones:
(29) Metatony (Hyman & Lionnet 2011) CJ/DJ (Nurse 2006: 193; van It is hard to evaluate the alleged relationship between metatony and CJ/DJ, since we do not know if metatony represents a unified phenomenon. There are at least two possibilities: (i) If all cases of metatony are the same and all cases of CJ/DJ are the same, they may or may not have a common source (if yes, this has not been demonstrated); (ii) if not all cases are the same, then some cases of metatony may be the same as CJ/DJ. Unfortunately, the work has not yet been done, especially as concerns metatony: We need more detailed studies like Hyman & Lionnet on Abo to see if there is a general phenomenon that can be identified as the same "metatony" across Bantu languages. The same is true concerning tone cases, to which we now turn.
Tone cases
In addition to the augment and metatony, it has also been suggested that so-called "tone cases" may be related to the CJ/DJ distinction:
The CJ/DJ distinction may diachronically, and possibly synchronically as well, also be linked to the so-called tone cases... (Schadeberg 1986 ). (van der Wal 2009 ... the two systems -verbal conjoint-disjoint inflection and nominal tonal 'case' inflection -are in fact quite similar. Apart from the marking of verbs as opposed to nouns, the two systems are broadly similar with respect to the use of prosodic means to express the distinctions, the relation of the marking to parts -but not the whole -of the tense-aspect paradigm, the absence of distinctions in relative clauses, and the relation of the systems to information structure and linear order/constituency. (Kavari, Martin & van der Wal 2002:1) Let us first consider Herero, which distinguishes the following four tone cases (Kavari, Marten & van der Wal 2012 : 2):
(30) a. "default" (citation, subject) L-L : òtjì-hávérò tj-á ù 'the chair fell down' b. "complement" (object in MC) L-H : vé múná òtjí-hávérò 'they usually see the chair' c. "copulative/predicative" H-L : ótjì-hávérò 'it's a chair'
Whether an object will receive complement (C) or default (D) case depends on the TAM, polarity, and clause type (all objects receive D in relative clauses, for instance). The following 
Such nominal tone marking is found quite extensively in westerly Bantu languages from Gabon down to Namibia, with considerable variation (and greater complexity). In Giphende there are five apparent tonal cases which have a rather odd distribution quite different from Herero:
d. case 4: Ø-→ H-in all nouns; the H spreads to the penult or up to a H, which is downstepped to avoid an OCP violation e. case 5: Ø-→ H-in all nouns; the H spreads to the penult if the stem is all L, otherwise is realized only on the prefix, without downstepping the following H, the OCP violation thus being tolerated While Giphende has no augment, involvement of the augment with case marking is found in Umbundu, which has only two nominal forms, but three cases (Schadeberg 1986: 431): 12 (34) noun with augment noun without augment 'bark' 'Doctor' Common case (CC) Ø-Ø-o-ci-peta ci-mbanda Object case (OC) H-Ø-ó-cí-péta ci-mbanda Predicative H-H-ó-cí-péta cí-mbánda
Examples of Umbundu nominals with and without the augment o-and a bisyllabic are seen in (35). Schadeberg (1986: 444-5) proposes the following stages in the development of the augment common and object cases: (i) The high tone on the augment is generalized to all classes (including classes 1 and 9); (ii) the initial consonant of the augment is lost (cf. Bukusu ba-ba-ntu vs. Luganda a-ba-ntu); (iii) The augment vowel o-is generalized at the expense of e-and a-to certain classes, e.g. class 7 o-ci-; (iv) the o-augment is generalized for all syntactically defined environments. As Schadeberg puts it:
Tonally, the old distinction was preserved; thus, UMbundu OC continues the PB presence of the augment, and CC continues its absence. Semantically, it seems problematic to start from De Blois' determinative function of the augment. If 'determinative' may be interpreted as 'making definite', it should have become a subject marker whereas in fact it has turned into an object marker... It therefore seems possible that the augment further weakened to an indefinite determiner.... Of course, no sharp line separates augment from case languages. Also, the tonal marking of focus that has been claimed for Makua (Stucky 1979 ) is very likely to be another derivative of the augment. (p.445) The contexts where the Umbundu common vs. object cases occur are summarized as follows (Schadeberg 1986 : 432-7):
• "first complement of an affirmative, non-subordinated verb" • "second complement"
• after kwéndá and la-'and'; probably also after connective • complement of negative verb form • complement of a progressive verb form
[+F] TAM/polarity
• complement in a subordinated clause [-focus] clause • before a numeral (some optionality)
The critical observation is that, quite consistently in such languages, the tone case is different on a post-verbal nominal (e.g. object) vs. subsequent nominals. Thus compare the following sentences, where (37a,b) involve two different verbs 'to give' (Schadeberg 1986: 433-4 
(37) a. o-njalí yá ↓ h0 á ó-↓ mál0 a e-pako 'the parent gave the children the fruit' b. o-njalí yá ↓ cá é-páko k-o-mál0 a 'the parent gave the fruit to the children' c. ndalúmáníwa k-ó-mbwá 'I was bitten by a dog'
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As seen, in so-called object-or complement case the *H of the augment is preserved with a "strong link" between an appropriate verb and an IAV nominal, as in Tonga (recall (19a) ).
Although the H tone which marks the first complement is clearly related to the augment, how do we account for its restriction to "first complement of an affirmative, non-subordinated verb"? While the non-H common case is as expected after negatives where objects lacked an augment, the H object case does not correlate with definiteness or specificity, as Schadeberg notes. This in fact appears to be the opposite of Luganda and Makhuwa, where it is the absence fo the augment that correlates with IAV focus. Finally, if the H object case is like "strong link" conjoint marking, why isn't it found in relative clauses? The inevitable conclusion is that there has been considerable restructuring of the original situation (which we independently know because of the innovated distribution of the segmental augment o-).
Summary and conclusion
In the above discussion we have seen that the effects on the verb or IAV constituent can be several:
(38) a. verb morphology : prefix/suffix inflections, including tonal morphology b. noun morphology : presence vs. absence of the augment, tone cases c. phrasing : V + IAV functioning vs. not functioning as a prosodic domain, e.g. "tone group", or perhaps being final vs. non-final within a syntactic constituent (Buell 2006) There have been three intersecting issues concerning verb/IAV interactions: Despite the above differences, in all cases the TAM/polarity is implicated and usually the clause type as well. In no case is there an interaction which affects ALL combinations of verb + IAV constituent, e.g. no across-the-board conjoint/disjoint verb morphology, "accusative" case, V + IAV co-phrasing, consistent tonal or focus marking etc. While the above has dealt exclusively with the relation of a verb and what follows it, it is important to note that many of the same phenomena occur within the noun phrase: While there there can be comparable effects between the noun and a following modifier, I have found no case where the head noun is affected before any and all IAN ("immediate after noun") constitutents. Recall Haya tone reduction in (9), where [-F] verbs lose their H tones when a constituent follows in 13 Note in (37c) that the verb need not end H.
d. tone cases generally owe their existence to earlier prefixal and proclitic tones, as Blanchon (1999a,b) has shown; these include the *H augment and predicative tones, which have very different distributions: the definite article-like augment is expected on subjects, while predicators/focus markers are expected on the IAV. e. one should be careful not to equate metatony or any other final vs. non-final distinction on verbs to focus: as we have seen, verb + IAV effects can be quite varied, sometimes having to do with objecthood, sometimes with the position of the verb within the clause, the nature of the clause, or phonological phrasing. f. the best strategy in getting it right is to describe and analyze individual cases as systematically and exhaustively as possible.
In all of the above it is especially important to pay attention tone, which can be quite subtle. As Creissels (1996a: 115) puts it:
... it is vital to pay more attention to the tonal variations of verb forms (and to tonal variations in general) in the description of Bantu languages.
